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AFFATUS: NATURAL SCIENCE AS MORAL THEOLOGY 
(Part two) 
Part Two: Affatus as Moral Theology 
The first part of theis study has reviewed the medieval physiological 
and psychological doctrines regarding speech that Ramon Llull adapts in 
his proposal of affatus. From this review, it is possible to see how Llulls 
arguments reorganize conventional Scholastic theories and to recognize 
certain difficulties in his collocation of speech among the external senses. 
We can even point to at least two of those doctrines, the attribution of a 
virtus vocalis to the motive power of the sensitive soul and the conception 
of a "mental discourse" in the operations of the soul, as the principal bases 
for Llull's proposal of affatus. Nonetheless, Anthonv Bonner has not un-
juslly suggested that all this scientific lore bears only "marginal or secon-
dary interest" for undcrstanding affatus.1'1 The non-"honiologable" rela-
tionship between contemporary doctrines and Llull's proposal should con-
vince us that the sixth sense is not comprehensible simplv as a contribu-
tion to the natural science of the medieval schools. This is hardlv unexpec-
ted: for Llull, these Scholastic theories explain at best hotc language works. 
but not what purpose language should achieve. The latter question onlv 
finds an answcr through consideration of thc universal metaphvsico-moral 
ends of being that Llull called first and second "intentions". 1 7- More than 
any othcr elemcnt from his Art, the intentions define the comprehensive 
dynamic organization of all creatures to their Creator. 1 7 3 It is surelv this 
, ; 1 EL 25 (1981-83) : 280. 
1 7 1 On LlulTs intcntions as principles of metaphysical and moral finality. see the author's 
SpMCuai Logic of Ramon LIuU 16-18. 
, : * As Lohr aptly cxplains in "Christianus arahicus. cuius nomcn Raimundu) Lullus". 
Freiburger Zcitschrift fiir PMfoaopMe und Tbeologie 31 (1974) : 57-88 (67-9). 
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contribution to the right ordinatio of creation that Tomas and Joaquim 
Carreras i Artau recognized when they noted the "Anselnrian" character 
of affatus.1"* 
Llulis arguments regarding the proper uses of language cover a wide 
range of ethical issues. In general, however, all his explanations of how 
affatus achieves its first intention assume two fundamental moral ideals 
of medieval Christian culture: the subordination of the material body to 
the spiritual soul in human nature, and the general commandment of love 
for God and neighbor. Many of the physiological and psvehological doctri-
nes analyzed above have alreadv implicated these ideals. The remaindcr 
of this study will review how Llull develops their consequences for the use 
of language in his proposal of affatus. In reviewing thesc consequences, 
we follow a suitably Lullian trajectory from the many vitia linguae of the 
bodv to the one virtus verbalis of the soul. 
Subordination of the bodij to the soul 
Virtually all of Llull's basic assumptions about the nature of language 
depend upon long-standing Western beliefs concerning the unequal na-
tures of the body and soul, which nonc of his Christian, Jewish, or Muslim 
contemporaries would have questioned. Scripture offers ample instruction 
concerning the conflicts of flesh and spirit. 1"' By Llull's day, Scholastic 
analysis of the union of body and soul brought the whole apparatus of 
Aristotelian metaphysics and psychology to bear upon questions of the 
nature and origin of sensuality. Thus, Aquinas citcs the Scriptural authori-
ties, but explains reason and will as the proximate, and sensation and 
appetite as the remote, causes of sin. 1 7" Llull offers an cxhaustive analvsis 
of the psychosomatic dichotomy in the Libre de contemplacio, where it 
embraces virtually all of the theological and philosophical issues that he 
confronts in his career. Both the problem and the solution that the rela-
tion of body to soul poses for the use of language appear in Chap-
ter 155 devoted to "the concord and contrarity that cxist between the 
intellect and speech". 1 7 7 Llull's arguments there comprise a sort of account 
of theological language that anticipates the role of affalus as a means for 
serving G o d . 1 7 8 
1 7 4 Ca I , 534 . 
1 7 8 E.R. Gal. 5 .16-25 . 
la .2ae.72,2 and 75 ,2 . 
177 OE 2 : 446a-49b. 
1 7 8 Cf. Aquinas's preliminary questions la .1 .9 and 13,1-12. 
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Tlie explicit point of departure for Llull's analysis, in this chapter as 
clsewhere, is the strict separation of speech from thought, which necessa-
rily exists by virtue of their disparate status as sensible and intelligible 
beings. Speech pertains to the inferior realm of the sensible, exists outside 
the soul and is less bound to it, and is therefore less disposed to demonstra-
te truth. The intellect pertains to the superior realm of the intelligible, 
cxists within the soul and is more bound to it, and is therefore better dis-
posed to demonstrate truth. 1 7 1 1 The innate imperfection of corporeal existen-
ce makes it impossible for the powers of hearing or speech to function 
pefectly. 1 8" Finite words are incapable of "comprehending or attaining" 
the infinite nature of God. 1 8 1 This last observation is a distinctly uncha-
racteristic concession to the traditional theologia negativa of the Pseudo-
Dionysian tradition, and contrasts especially with the function of naming 
God that Llull later assigns to affatus in connection with the praises of 
God expounded in his poem on the Cent noms de Deu.182 All these dis-
tinctions between the capacities of sensible communication and intelligi-
ble thought were already axiomatic for Prescholastic writers. 1 8 3 Llull's later 
classification of affatus as a sense retains the association of language with 
the bodv, and this supports his claims about the capacity of affatus to 
move other senses to perceive delight. 
Such arguments about the failings of corporeal communication align 
the events in human linguistic development with the typology of sin in 
sacred historv from the Fall to the Judgement. When Llull cites the weak-
ness of corporeal hearing as a reason for difficultv in understanding fo-
reign languages, his remarks evidentlv assume the Biblical explanation of 
the diversitv of languages as the divine punishment for sin imposed at 
B a b e l . 1 M The limitations of corporeal hearing will not afflict the blessed 
in Paradise, since, according to accepted doctrines, they will enjoy the 
perfection of the resurrected bodv. 1 8 5 Thus, the Liber de praedicatione 
, T t 155.1-3 (OE 2 : 447aK 
39 .9 , 125.12 , 16, and 227.25-6 (OE 2 : 180b, 375a-b, 673a) . 
1 , 1 127.1-3 (OE 2: 379b). 
110 ORL 19 : 75-17. On the use of affatus to recite the Cent noms, see Medicina dc 
peccat 3 .16 (lines 1525-7) (ORL 2 0 : 60) . 
"* E.g. Anselm A/ono/ogiiim 10, Opera omnia ed. F. S. Schmitt (Edinburgh: T. Nelson, 
1946) 1: 1-87 (at 24-5) ; or Bernard of Clairvaux Sermones supcr Cantica 28 .2 , Opera omnia, 
ed. C. H. Talbot, J . Leclerq, and H. M. Rochais, 8 vols. (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses, 
1957-77) 1: 195-8. 
, M Libre dc contcmplacio 125.19 (OE 2: 376a) . On this famous trope of linguistic his-
tory, see Claude-Gilbert Dubois, Mythe et langage au seizieme siecle (Bordeaux: Ducros, 
1970) 17-65 and Serge Lusignan, Parler vulgairement: les intellectucls et la langue frangaisc 
aux XIW et XIV siedes (Paris: J . Vrin, 1987) 49-90. 
Libre de contcmplacid 127.5 (OE 2 : 374b). Cf. Bonaventure, Breviloquium 7.7, 
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explains that the blessed who hear the voice of Christ in Paradise will 
perceive the Verbum Dei as affatus.™n Speculation on the condition of 
the resurrected and blessed had become a common topic of theological 
debate in Llull's day, rjerhaps in response to Catharist claims, but also as 
part of the disputes with Jewish theologians. 1 8 7 
Llull's accounts of the differences between sensible speech and intelli-
gible understanding clcarly trcat their relationship as an ethical and not 
simply a psychological question. This perspective is evident in numerous 
allusions to commonplace moral precepts and principles. Llull's acquain-
tance with these is hardly surprising. The correct use of speech is an 
almost obligatory topic in all medieval literature on wisdom, courtesy, 
chivalrv, Classical ethics, and moral theology. 1 8 8 Llull's writings notably 
include many obvious references to the so-called "vices of the tongue". 
These sins appear as a recognized hamartiological catcgory already in Pa-
tristic authorities and in the thirteenth centurv achieve the status of an 
eighth capital sin, as in the Summa dc vitiis et virtutibus of Cuillaume 
Perrault. 1 8" Some authorities specificallv identify this eighth sin as lying, 
and Llull gives particular notice to mendacity in Chapter 48 of the LiJire 
de contemplacio, explaining how the tongue serves both error and truth.1'"' 
Espeeially pertinent to LlulTs classification of speech as a corporcal sense 
is the fashion in popular virtue and vice tracts of identifying each sin 
with particular organs or parts of the body, which the "vices of the tongue" 
already recognize. Analogical and schematizing associations of this sort 
appear everywhere in Llull's works. For example, the Libre de Sancta 
Maria of 1290-92 notes that the mind maintains goodness in the external 
senses and speech just as the soul maintains goodness in the body. l f l l Dage-
nais sees in this passage the first classification of speech among the senses 
from any of LluH's writings, but it already appears in the Libre de con-
Opercl 5 (Quaracchi: Collegium Sancti Bonaventurae, 1891) 199-291 (at 288-91) or Aquinas. 
Summa contra Gentiles 4 .86 , Editio Leonina manualis (Rome: Libereria Vaticana, 1931) 
556-8 . 
2 .B.1.40.2.4 (ROL 4 : 157) . 
1 9 7 See Jaroslav Pelikan, The Growth of Meclieval Theolony (600-1300), The Christian 
Tradition: A History of the Development of Doctrine 3 (Chicago: Univcrsity of Chicago 
Press, 1978) 240 , 252 . 
1 8 8 See the author's "The Treatment of Speech in Medieval Ethical and Courtesy Litera-
ture", Rhetorica 4 (1986) : 21-46. 
M See Morton Bloomfield, The Seven DeaclUj Sins (East Lansing: Michigan Statc Uni-
versity Press, 1952) 124. F. Dominguez Reboiras suggests that Llull must have known 
Guillaume's work (ROL 15: xxxiii). 
m 48 .13-14, 19-20, 26 (OE 2 : 201b, 202ab). On the importancc of lying as intellectual 
deviation from the tmth, sce Trfas Mercant, El pensctmiento IJ lci palahra (Palma. 1972) . 
p. 6 1 . 
1 W 15 (OE 1 : 1198b). 
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templacid and therefore probably came from hamartiological schemes long 
known to him. 1 9 2 
Even though affatus might appear to mitigate the conflict between 
corporeal language and spiritual mind, Llull's attention to the faults of 
the tongue certainly does not diminish after the discovery of affatus. The 
sins of the tongue—from lying to discourtesy to scurrility—receive espe-
cially full cxposition in the Meclicina de peccat of 1300. 1 9 3 He apparently 
classifles speech as an eighth sin in his Mil proverbis of 1302. 1 9 4 His adop-
tion of this scheme of eight sins and his proposal of affatus during the 
same period is probably not coincidental. When he notes that affatus is 
the only sense "to lie against narure" and the one most obliged to spread 
truth or that it most deviates from its end in lying, his remarks clearly 
assume the role of mendacity as the paramount vice of the tongue. 1 9 5 The 
Liber cle virtutibus et peccatis of 1313 argues that lying through speech 
betrays the truth of the mind, while pride and mendacity arise in the mind 
but are signifled through speech. 1 9 f ' These vices do not undermine the 
classification of speech as a sense, but rather provide premises for argu-
ments regarding recognition of affatus as a sense. For example, Llull argues 
that since people exercise virtue and vice more through affatus than through 
anv other sense, then affatus itself is a sense. 1 9 7 This appeal to the virtues 
and vices as evidence in an argument about psychology neatly demonstra-
tes the fundamental contribution of moral categories to Llull's arguments 
concerning the operations of body and soul. 
Opposing this broad identification of speech with the defects of the 
bodv and of thought with the excellences of the spirit is the equally an-
cient Westem tradition of associating language and mind as logos.198 The 
long-established notion of the "language of the mind", discussed above, is 
the perduring expression of this tradition. This association includes both 
l w "Origin and cvolution of Ramon LlulTs Theory of Affatus", Actes del Tercer Cohloqui 
d'Estudis Catalans a Nord-Amcrictt (Montserrat, 1982) : 120. Cf. Libre de contemplacio 
39.6-12 (OE 2: 180a-b). 
"•» Cf. esp. 1.11 (lines 219-38) and 1.24 (lines 457-76) (ORL 2 0 : 11, 20) . The apo-
crypha] Art de confessio 2.2.1 (ORL 1: 310 . 311) written by a Valencia Lullist soon after 
LliilTs death offerts an equally concise sumary of moral ideals regarding speech. On this 
work. see Josep Perarnau, "El IuHisme. de Mallorca a Castella a traves de Valencia. Edicio 
de l'Art abreujada de confessio", ATCA 4 (1985) : 61-172 . 
m This classifieation is at least implicit in the order of chapters 41-8 (ORL 14: 362-9) . 
" " See Arhre de scidncia 16 .3 .8 .39 .596 (OE 1: 894a) and Liber de praedicatione 
1.C.3.8.C.1 (ROL 3 : 388 ) . 
2 .8 .16, 4 .4 .4 .66 (ROL 15: 159, 277) . 
m Liber de forma Dei 5 .10 .98 (ROL 8 : 99) . 
"* On this "phonocentric" and "logocentric" tradition, see Jacques Derrida. Of Cramma-
tologtj, tr. G. C. Spivak (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1974) 3, 11. 
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an idealized receptive relation of hearing to speech and an idealized ex-
pressive relation of thought to speech. Each of these relations plays a 
major role in LlulTs model of affatus. The first, receptive relation assumes 
the anthropocentric view of vocal sounds as the preeminent object of 
hearing, which appears in virtually all ancient and medieval authorities.1 1 1 1 1 
Llull develojDs similar arguments throughout his early writings.-"" The 
Libre cle demostracions offers tvvo especially interesting analogical argu-
ments regarding this relation.-"1 First, vocal sounds are the most worthy 
objects of hearing, because hearing is naturallv proper to animals witn 
voices; since hearing is more worthy in rational than irrational animals, 
humans most properly possess the power of speech. Second, sound could 
not be a sensible species without hearing: the cry or colhsion of bodies is 
insufficient in itself to be a sensible species, just as length is insufficient to 
be a body without width and depth; hence, just as form is the complc-
ment of the body, so hearing is the form that is the coinplement of sound 
and the voice. Aristotle explains that the actualization of the active sound-
ing object and of the passive hearing facultv both occur in the latter.1'"-
Llull, applying the conventional definitions of active form and passive 
matter, reverses the roles of sound and hearing, arguing that hearing is 
the active form and sound the passive matter. This modification antici-
pates similar reversals of active and passive roles in affatus. Another step 
toward LIull's new theory appears in the Libre de Sancta Maria, which 
explains that speech is nobler than hearing because it externalizes the 
internal where hearing does the reverse. 2 0 3 As noted alreadv. the partici-
pation of internal and external is one of the major advantages that Llull 
attributes to affatus. In all these arguments, the distinctions of form and 
matter, active and passive, or internal and extemal are not simplv neutral 
descriptive categories applied to observed natural processes, but universal 
truths whose authority validates the idealized relation of association of 
speech to hearing that Llull urges. 
Similar arguments regarding the immediate appurtenance of speech to 
hearing apjiear thoughout Llull's explanations of the new sixth sense. 
Speech is the first kind of sound mentioned in the Liber de affatu.204 Other 
"» Cf. Plato, Timaeus 47C-E and 67A-C; Aristotlc, De an. 2.8 419b3-21a(5 ( c s p . 420b5-6, 
which identifics voice with possession of a soul) or Ilist. an. 4 .9 535a26-36b24 ; Augustinc, 
De magistro 4 .9-5 .12 ; Avicenna, De anima 2.3-4 (cd. Van Riet 1: 1 3 0 - 5 4 ) ; a r | ( j vinccut 
of Beauvais, Speculum naturale 25.56-8. 
** E.g. Libre de contemplacid 125.2, 8 (OE 2; 374b, 375a) . 
1.49 (ORL 15 : 48 ) . 
« De dn. 3.2 425b26-al . 
*» 9 (OE 1: 1183b). 
•* LA 280 , 2 8 4 ; cf. SS 17, 122. 
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texts flatly aver that speech is the natural object of hearing and that 
sound without voice is good for nolhing. 2 0 5 Thus a strict relation exists 
between affalus and hearing. For example, Llull argues that sound is an 
active correlative element in hearing and a passive one in affatus;200 
affatus contracts sound to voice, hearing simply receives sound; 2 0 7 affatus 
is an active sense that manifests the internal, while hearing is a passive 
one that manifests the external. 2 0 8 As Perarnau well notes, this last claim 
expressly invokes Llull's valorization of internally (i.e. essentially) generated 
activity over externally (i.e. non-essentially) received passivity. 2 0 0 It is ob-
viouslv inconsonant with his advocacy of sensus agens, which he ignores 
in favor of defining a superior position for affatus. From this complemen-
tary, even if unequal, relationship, Llull deduces a common nature: be-
cause hearing needs speech, affatus must be a sense as wel l . 2 1 0 Hence, 
they perform common functions: affatus and hearing both contribute to 
apprehending the ens metaphysicum; 2 1 1 affatus and hearing are the only 
two universal senses because only they can receive the objects of all the 
other senses. 2 1 2 This last claim evidentlv ignores the diverse character of 
the sensation caused by the different tvpes of sense objects, which Aquinas 
strictly distinguishes. 2 1 3 Instead, it simply claims the likeness between all 
sensible species as the source of concepts for the mind to express in speech. 
Pcrarnau suggests that Llull uses the term affatus to designate the capa-
city for vocal sounds common to both humans and animals and parlar or 
locuciu to designate the capacitv for language found in humans alone. 2 1 4 
The traditional anthropocentric esteem for language as the preeminent ob-
ject of hearing tends to render such a sharp distinction superfluous. 
Corollary to the idealized receptive relationship between hearing and 
speech stands the idealized expressive relationship of speech to thought. 
Regard for language as the superlative manifestation of mind virtually 
*°* Liber de virtutibus et peccaiis 4 .4 .4 .66 (ROL 15 : 278) and Proverbis de Ranion 
184.13 (ORL 14 : 197) . 
«• Ars mystica 4 .6 .358 (ROL 5 : 439) . 
"» Metaphysica nova 2 .5.2.1.5 (ROL 6 : 39) . 
3 0 8 LA 2 8 8 ; cf. SS 240-1 . 
**• "Lo sisi seny" 79 . 
310 Ars brevis 9 .6 .3 , Opera parva 1 (Ciutat de Mallorca, 1744. Rprt. Opuscula 1, Hil-
desheim: H. A. Gerstenberg, 1971) 58 . 
*" Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus 10.2 .10.101 (ROL 9 : 164-5\ 
*u Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus 4.1.1 (ROL 9 : 60) . 
*'" la .78 ,3 . 
•* "Lo sise seny" 78-9. Hencc he sees an improper "leap of logic" in the shifting ter-
minology of this passage of the vernaeular text: "Parlar es maior necessitat que odorar... 
E encara per efatus los homens s'amen mes" (SS 227) . However, the Latin text begins 
with the gloss "Locutio alias fari" (LA 287) so that the shift from locutio to affatus is less 
drastic. 
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defines the Western academic philosophical tradition. 2 1 s It is a basic pre-
mise of LlulFs arguments in Chapter 155 of the Libre de contemplacio.'21" 
Hence, Llull avers that the sixth sense participates most with reason; 2 1 7 
affatus is the denuntiator of the truth conceived in the mind; 2 1 8 between 
the conception of thought and hearing stands affatus;210 and affatus is an 
image of the intellect, and hearing of the memory. 2 2 0 
These idealized relations of speech to hearing and to mind necessarily 
confiict with the definition of language as an imperfect instrument of hu-
man corporeal nature. The language of the body and the language of the 
soul remain irreconcilable in Western Christian culture. The inadequacy 
of speech to express thought truly is a favorite topic of Augustine. 2 2 1 Mo-
nastic writers on spiritual psychology develor) it very broadly. 2 2 2 Llull 
explains that this conflict creates error regarding many things, for it often 
happens that the intellect comprehends one thing, and speech signifies 
another. 2 2 ' ' The solution to this dilemma hes in the superior soul rather 
than the inferior body. The more powerful intellect must seek the tmth 
that speech weakly expresses. 2 2 4 Llull cites as a paradigmatic examrjle 
the case of a wise man who understands the meaning signified in the 
garbled words of a babbling infant. 2 2 5 This understanding is the work of 
the "ears of the soul", which perceive the spiritual meanings signified by 
the material words and cries sensed in the body's sense of hearing. 2 2 0 As 
noted above, these contemplative faeulties were a cornerstone of spiritual 
t m E.g. Aristotle, De interp. 1.1 16a3; Boethius, In De intcrp. ed. sec 1 (PL 10: 394BC) ; 
Aquinas la .91 ,3 ad 3. 
«• 155.3 (OE 2: 447a) . 
317 Proverbis de Ramon 262 .5 (ORL 14: 2 8 6 ) ; Liber de ascensu et descensu intcllectus 
2.9.1 (ROL 9 : 422) . 
-ls Liber de ctscensu et descensu intellectus 3 .5.5 (ROL 9 : 5 3 ) . 
*>• LA 287 ; cf. SS 217. Cf. Procerbis de Ramon 262 .6 (ORL 14 : 286 ) . 
«" Proverbis de Ramon 262 .13 (ORL 14: 287) . 
m E.g. De doctrina christiana 1.6.6, ed. William M. Green, Corpus Scriptorum Ecclc-
siasticorum Latinorum 80 (Turnholt: Brepols, 1955) 11 ; De magistro 46 , ed. G. Wcigel, 
Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 77 (Vienna: Tempsky, 1961) 5 4 ; De ordine 
2.14 .39-19 .51 , ed. P. Knoll, Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 63 (Vicnna: 
Hoelder-Picther-Tempsky, 1922) 174-83. On the parallels in Llulls philosophy to Augus-
tinian linguistic ideas, see Sebastian Trias Mercant, El pensamiento y la palabra 40 , 53 , 
58-66. 
* " See Gehl, "Mystical Language Models" (cf. n. 130 in Part I ) . passim; Jean Leclercq, 
The Love of Learning and the Desire for God: A Study of Monastic Culturc, tr. Catharine 
Misrahi (New York: Fordham University Press, 1982) 259-60 ; Robert Javelet, Image ct 
ressemblance au douzieme siecle de Sitint Anselme a Alain de Lille, 2 vols. (Strasbourg: 
Universite de Strasbourg, 1967) 1: 4 0 1 . 
155.5 (OE 2: 447a) . 
155.12, 29 (OE 2 : 448a, 449b). 
155.6 (OE 2: 447a-b). 
••» 125.8 (OE 2: 375a) . 
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psychology from Augustine to the Prescholastics. 2 2 7 Llull clevotes most of 
Chapter 125 in the Libre de contemplacio to the vicissitudes of spiritual 
hearing. 
This interpretation of language through the internal senses is an axio-
logical process. For example, when speech states that God was crucified 
and died, the intellect completely ignores the inferior meanings of speech 
in favor of its own superior understanding of God's immortality. 2 2 8 Llull 
notes that references to the arms, hands, or eyes of God are to be discoun-
ted in this way, where Aquinas explains such expressions specifically as 
metaphors of God's functions. 2 2 1 ' The intellect selects the tme and leaves 
the false meanings that speech signifies, just as the grain is whinnowed 
from the chaff or good chosen over bad foods. 2 : i 0 As noted already, these 
naturalistic analogies bear demonstrative value for Llull. Here, they define 
a universal natural intention toward the good or t rae . 2 3 1 This procedure 
produces the Augustinian "inner word" of tme knowledge by seeking the 
first intcntion of oral or written language. 2 ' 5 2 Understanding language be-
comes for Llull an exercise in spiritual allegorv. 
Llull perhaps attempts to reassert this application of spiritual allegorv, 
which recalls the theologia antiqua of the Fathers, as an alternative to 
the intricate grammatical and logical analyses of theological language 
developed in the schools since the eleventh century. 2 3 3 He seems to im-
plicate the arts of the trivium in this conflict when he illustrates deviant 
speech with the commonplace logical and grammaticai problems of equi-
vocation, barbarism, and paranomasia.- 3 4 These are specificallv "faults of 
language" in the school tradition.2'1"' Among the Prescholastics, Richard 
•* See the works cited above, 12. In Augustine, see esp. De Gen. ad litt. 12 .12 ; 
among later authoritics known to Llull, see esp. Richard of St. Victor, Benjamin nuiiur 3 .9 , 
Patrologia Latina 196 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1880) cols. 63-202 (at 119C). Guibert of Nogent 
applies thc same distinction between physical pcrception and spiritual meaning to vision in 
De pignoribus sanctorum, Patrologia Latina 156 (Paris: J.-P. Migne, 1880) cols. 607-80 
(at 665BC). 
**» Libre de contemplacio 155.9 (OE 2: 447b). 
Libre de contemplacio 155.11 (OE 2: 447b-448a>. Cf. la .13 ,3 ad 3. 
— Librc de contemplacio 155 .12 (OE 2: 448a) . 
*^1 This universal natural intention also plays a critical role in the relationship between 
faith and understandinr;. It probably corresponds to the carly Scholastic theologians' category 
of affcctus or appetite for the good (see Minnis Medieval Thcory of Authorship 121-2). In-
latcr writings Llull apparently identifies it witli the Scholastic category of syndaeresis, or 
natural disposition to the good (see the author's Spiritual Logic of Ramon Llull 124) . 
*** Cf. De trinitate 9 .7 .12. 
•** On these developmcnts, see Gillian R. Evans, Old Arts and Kew Theology: The 
Bcginnings of Theology as an Academic Discipline (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980) . 
*** Libre de contemplacui 155.17 (OE 2: 448b). 
*** As explained by a logican such as Peter of Spain, Summule logicales 7 .24, cd. 
L. M. De Rijk (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1972) 9 6 or a grammarian such as Alexander de 
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of St. Victor severely contrasts the concern for correct languagc vvith the 
pursuit of spiritual truth, suggesting that the tvvo enterprises are funda-
mentally contrary. 2 3" Llull, hovvever, readily assimilates these concems to 
his own. He explains that the discord of literal and spiritual meanings 
produces paralogistic argument, vvhile the concord of literal and spiritual 
meanings produces syllogistic argument. 2 3 7 His use of logico-linguistic 
problems as moral exempla recalls the "grammatical metajmors" that vvere 
tremendouslv popular in many genres of medieval Latin and vernacular 
literature.- 3 S His argments more broadlv implv that correct use of philo-
sophical methods will alvvavs vield theologieal truth. They offer a superb 
example of practical moralization in their correlation of logico-linguistic 
and ethical disciplines through appeal to a common value or purpose. 
These moral analogies are not transitive relationships: Llull's attention 
to the "first intention" of speech ensures that ethical values readilv mora-
lize logico-lingustic doctrines, but logico-lingustic doctrines do not natura-
lize ethical values. 
The concluding remarks on this corrective interpretation in Chapter 155 
of the Libre de contemplacio explicitly invoke the Pauline distinction 
betvveen literal and spiritual meanings, aligning the former with speech, 
the senses, and reason, and the latter with the intellect and faith. 2 3 " Llull's 
arguments assume the fundamental Augustinian correlation between alle-
gorical interpretation and spiritual comprehension. 2 4 0 The conflict between 
corporeal language and spiritual mind thus finds its resolution in the right 
exercise of faith and reason. The relationship between faith and reason is 
one of the most controverted issues in Llull's vvork and leads far beyond 
the scope of our inquiry here . 2 4 1 W e will consider belovv the contribution 
of affatus to the propagation of the Faith. For now it suffices to recognize 
that the exercise of right understanding described in Chapter 155 of the 
Libre de contemplacio and the proposal of speech as a sixth sense are 
both solutions to the same problem, namely hovv to transcend the material 
Villadei, Doctrinale 12 .2369, ed. Dietrieh Reichling, Monumenta Gcrmaniae Pacdagogica 
Dd. 12 (Berlin: A. Hofmann, 1893) 157. 
— Benjamin minor 4 6 (PL 196: 34 ) . 
Libre de contemplacid 155.22 (OE 2 : 448b). 
M See John A. Alford, 'The Grammatical Mctaphor: A Snrvey of Its Use in the Middle 
Ages", Speculum 57 (1982) : 728-60 and Jan Ziolkowski, Alan of Lille's Crammar of Sex: 
The Meaning of Crammar to a Twelfth-Century Intellectual (Cambridge: Medieval Academy 
of Ameriea. 1985) . 
=» 155.25-7 (OE 2: 449a) . Cf. 2 Cor. 3 .6 . 
1 4 0 On this principle, see Graziano Ripanti. "L'alIegoria o 1'• intellectus figiiratiisn nel 
De doctrinct christiana di Agostino", Revue des flludes Augusliniennes 18 (1972) : 219-32. 
W l See the author's Spiritual Logtc of Ramnn Llull 296-308 . 
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Love of God and neighbor 
From the preceding discussion we can see how Ramon Llull's accounts 
of language throughout his career strive to describe the means through 
which it might best fulfill its first and second intentions. The Libre de 
contemplacio explains that the purpose of hearing is to perceive different 
languages, hear God's praises, and conduct commerce, law, or other hu-
man affairs; similarly, the purpose of speech is to glorify God and speak 
the truth. 2 4 3 Through oral communication knowledge of the arts and scien-
ces flourishes.244 The Libre de Sancta Maria dramatizes especially well 
the exercise of virtue in speech: the allegorical figures of Lady Prayer, 
Lady Praise, and Lady Intention answer questions posed by a hermit re-
garding thirty qualities of the Virgin. They note, among many other things, 
that the purpose of human ears and tongue, like that of the hands and 
feet, is to praise God, but that no heart, mouth, or ear is capable of think-
ing, saying, or hearing fully the praises of the Virgin. 2 4 5 The comparative 
analysis of the contribution of heart, hands, and mouth to the practice 
of devotion was a commonplace of Prescholastic and monastic spiritual 
literature, epitomized in Saint Rernards sermon De triplici custodia.2in 
Dagenais has suggested that these comments from the Libre de Sancta 
Maria anticipate the theological premises of affatus, but those premises 
are scarcelv peculiar to speech in Llull's work. 2 4 7 Another argument from 
the Libre de contemplacio also anticipates the unique medium that lan-
guage gives to humans for honoring, knowing, and loving God. Llull care-
fully explains that words are beautiful, pleasing, or noble according to 
the relative beauty, pleasure, or nobility of their referents. It is better, he 
avers, to speak of lions than of dogs, of princes than of barons, of popes 
than of bishops, and so forth. Since God is the most beautiful, pleasing. 
*" As Dagenais concludes in "Speech as the Sixth Sense—Ramon Llull's Affatus", Actcs 
del Frimer CoHoqui d'Estudis Catalaus a Nord-America, ed. Albert Porqueras-Mayo et al. 
(Montserrat: Publicaeions de FAbadia, 1979) 157-69 (at 169). 
«• 39.7-9, 12 (OE 2 : 180a, b). 
»« Libre de contemplacid 127.28 (OE 2: 381b). 
•» 5 ,19 (OE 1 : 1173a, 1207b). 
m "Dc triplici custodia manus, cordis ct linguae", Sermones de diversis 17, Opera, ed. 
Q J J Talbot, J . Leclerq, and H. M. Rochais, 8 vols. (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses. 1957-77) 
6 .1 : 150-6. 
»IT "Origin" (see n. 192 above), p. 120. 
realm of mundane knowledge in order to attain the spiritual realm of 
divine wisdom. 2 4 2 
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and noble being, speech about Him is likewise so.- 4 N Thus, the Libre cle 
meravelles also explains that God gave specch to humans so that they 
would find pleasure in speaking words of praise about Him.- 4" These argu-
ments broadly recall conventional Scholastic teaching regarding the status 
of beauty as a transcendental property of both material and spiritual 
beings.-"'" At the same time, they assume the logocentric premise that 
language and mind both attain the same object. 
In all Llulls refonning and evangehzing projects, languagc is necessari-
ly the principal means of promoting universal understanding of Divine 
Truth and thus of realizing the two great commandments of love for God 
and for ones neighbor.-"'1 The ramifications of these first and second inten-
tions of language comprise the basis for Llull's definition of the purposes 
of his new sixth sense. Affatus bears the primary function of knowing, 
honoring, and serving the Creator, and the secondary function of knowing, 
honoring, and serving Him through his creatures.-"'- The order of the first 
five arguments in the second half of the second part of the Liber cle affatu 
neatlv suggests the range of functions that affutus serves: speech is ne-
eessary ior the "participation" of humans or animals, liberal arts, mecha-
nical arts, morality, and fulfillment of Providential history. 2 8 3 
The primary purpose of affatus is, of course, to promote love for God. 
Although all creatures serve the creator, only humans possess a dircct 
orientation toward God, according to established doctrine.- S 4 This anthro-
pocentric assumption belies the attribution of affatus to both humans and 
animals, but rightly corresponds to its primary moral theological function. 
Given the jointly moral and metaphysical character of the Lullian inten-
tions, it is not surprising that Llull extends this conception of the purpose 
of languagc into an argument about the status of affatus itself. Hence hc 
repeatedly calls affatus the "noblest" sense.-''"' This judgement of valuc 
seems irrelevant to physiological or psychological doctrine in a modcrn 
view, but is common in Scholastic analvses of the senses. Aquinas explains 
* M 359.10-21 (OE 2: 1216a-1218a) . 
••• 57 (OE 1 : 405a) . 
**" See Henri Pouillon, "La Bcaute, propriete transccndantale chez les scholastiques 
(1220-1270)" , Archives cTHistoire Doctrinale et Uttcrairc du Motjen At-e 15 (1946 ) : 263-329 . 
•» Mt. 22.36-9. 
*** LA 287 ; cf. SS 228. Comments like this tend to belie Tusquets's emphalic claim that 
the treatise "nada diga acerca de emplearla [el Hablal con finalidad apolofsetica" ("Lcngiiajf 
como arRumento" —see n. 3 of Part. I—, p. 181) . 
•*• LA 290-1 ; cf. SS 310-35 . 
•* Metaphtjsica nova 2.5.2.7 (flOL 6: 39) . Sec the explanation by Aquinas 2a.2ae.2.3. 
— Cf. LA 2 9 6 ; cf. SS 482-4 ; Arhre de icMncia 16.3.3.21 (OE 1: 865b) ; Liher de 
praedicatione 2 .B.1.36.2.1 (ROL 4 : 141) ; Libcr dc asccnsu et descensu intellectus 2.9.1 
(flOL 9 : 42) . 
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in detail how vision is the noblest sense, because most spiritual.-5 1 1 None-
theless, Llull does not, like Saint Thomas, judge the senses' contiibution 
to the effective operation of the dual human corporeal and spiritual na-
ture, but instead evaluates their service to the purely spiritual first inten-
tion that governs all creatures. In his later De experientia realitatis Artis 
Generalis, he claims that affatus and hearing have the greatest end or 
purpose "objectively" because they speak and hear the greatest object, 
God. 2 5 7 He especially insists that affatus is the corporeal sense best able 
to "perceive" God, by naming Him. Llull repeats this claim more often 
than any other regarding affatus, and in some texts it is virtually his only 
comment on the sixth sense. In every case it is a chief justification for his 
claim that affatus is the noblest sense.-'"'8 Indeed, this function of "ap-
prehending" God is the paramount function of the sixth sense. 2 5 9 Naming 
God enables affatus to realize the status of "pure signifier" and directly 
serves the "philosophical anagogy" of Llull's whole project . 2 6 0 
Tliis fundamental connection between Llull's new sense and its preemi-
nent object almost compels association with the doctrine of Christ the 
Verbum,-m It provides him with a powerful basis for his most emphatic 
claims rcgarding access to the Divine through language. The Proverbis 
cle Rarnon aver that in this world, participation with God is impossible 
without speech and the Son of God has more concordance with affatus 
than with any other sense ac t . 2 0 2 The Liber de affatu declares that without 
speech there would be no Incarnation of the Son of God, sacraments, or 
Day of Judgement. 2"' 1 Peramau suggests that this last statement refers to 
the Annunciation. 2" 4 However, the mention of the Last Judgement pro-
bably alludes to Revelation 21.3. The role of Christ the Verbum as Judge 
and the verbal expression of the Judgement were standard catechetical 
la .78 ,3 . 
"» 5 .6 .8 . 
*" E.g. LA 2 9 6 ; cf. SS 483 . Cf. Arb 3 .3.6, 16 .4 .9 .123 (OE 1 : 599a. 917b) ; Medicino 
de peccat 3 .16 (lines 1519-21) , 4 .116 (lines 3406-7) (ORL 2 0 : 60 . 123) ; Liber de praedica-
tione 2.B.1.36.2.1 (ROL 4 : 141) ; Metaphysica nova 2 .5.2.1.6 (ROL 6 : 3 9 ) ; Liber de divina 
existentia et agentia 4 .2 .6 .61 (ROL 8 : 131) ; Liber de possibili et impossibiH 4 .2 .1 .6 .67 
(ROL 6 : 442) . 
m As Jaumc Borras rightly noted over seventy years ago: "Un sesto sentido. el 'affatus'". 
BSAL 15 (1915) : 19-26 (at 26) . 
* " On these functions see Jordi Llovet, "Ramon Llull: Nostalgia de la lletra", Dc Vamor, 
el desip i altres passions (Barcclona: Edicions 62, 1980) : 122-32, and Vicente Servera. "Uto-
pie et histoire", Cahicrs de Fanjeaux 22 (Toulouse, 1987) , p. 206. 
John 1.1. 
"• 262 .15 ,17 (ORL 14: 287) . 
"• LA 2 9 1 ; cf. SS 332 . 
"* "Lo sise seny" 86 . 
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questions of the era. 2 " 5 For Llull, the Verbttm comprises the vvhole of sa-
cred history from creation to glory. When he declares that affatus allows 
knowledge of the past, the future, and God the glorious, he appeals to the 
typology of the providential plan for the Old Age and the New. 2 8 0 The 
Liber de praedicatione explains that God became incarnate in order to 
give through affatus the greatest glory to the blessed, who hear the voice 
of Christ in Paradise. 2" 7 John Dagenais has suggested that Llull "saw in 
the descent of his sixth sense from the conceptions of the rational soul to 
the fleshly world of the senses, at the very least, a reflection of the incar-
nation of Christ". 2 " 8 Yet Dagenais also notes that the analogy between 
human language and the Divine Verbum had long been discouraged by 
theological authorities. Even Vincent of Beauvais rehearses the established 
opinions concerning its acceptable limits. 2"" LlulTs typically analogical ar-
guments tend to obscure such limits. Moreover, since affatus presents the 
operations of the soul as "mental language", his remarks probably assume 
the traditional doctrine that the soul exists for God to participate with 
corporeal creatures, which he rehearses in his Libre de anima racional.-"" 
Llull could have found ample expositions of this doctrine in Prescholastic 
authorites or in contemporary apologetic and didactic works. 2 7 1 Llulls re-
ference to affatus as the instrument of the Eucharist ultimately suggests 
that language shares in the Divine mystery, perhaps through some analogy 
per contrarium with traditional doctrines regarding the symbolic value of 
the sacraments. 2 7 2 
Through affatus, the soul asserts its preeminence over the body in the 
exercise of communication and knowledge. Llull recognized that his entirc 
proselytic and didactic project dcpended upon the cooperation of bodv 
and spirit. His proposal of speech as a sense attempted to promote that 
cooperation. Affatus does not downgrade language to the inferior function 
See Yves Lefevre, V'Elucidarium el les Lucidalres: Conlribution, par Vhistoire d'un 
texte, a Vhistoire des croyances religicuses cn France au moyen dpe (Paris: E. de Boceard, 
1954) 458-9. F. Dominguez Reboiras has lately called attention to LlulTs eateehelical in-
terests (ROL 15: xxiii-xxxiv). 
** Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus 2 .5.2 (ROL 9 : 36) . Note the earlier version 
of this same argument in Libre de contemplacid 125.17 (OE 2: 375b). 
*" 2.B.1.40.2.4 (ROL 4 : 157). 
'** "Speech as the Sixth Sense" (see n. 242 alwve), p. 169. 
** Speculum naturale 27.7-8. 
*-° 4 .12 .6 (ORL 2 1 : 232) . 
•"' E.g. Alcher of Clairvaux, De spiritu et anima 36-47 (PL 4 0 : 806-16) ; Aquinas, Summa 
contra Gentiles 4 .42 ; Bonavcnture, Breviloquium 4 . 1 . 
m Liber de pracdicatione 2.B. 1.36.2.1 (ROL 4 : 142). See the discussion of these doctri-
nes by Stock, The Implications of Literacy (see n. 133 of Part I), pp. 253-8, and Peramau*s 
note ("Lo sisi seny" 86) . 
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of material sensation, but rather helps insinuate the senses into the supe-
rior exercise of spiritual cognition. It gives to the soul a means for using 
the material body to communicate spiritual knowledge, where the corpo-
real senses would otherwise allow only their use to receive material know-
ledge. An example from the Liber cie novis fallaciis of 1308 therefore corre-
lates affatus and the mind with the opposed operations of reason and 
faith. 2 7 ' 1 His promotion of affatus is thus a corollary to his preoccupation 
with defining the relationship between faith (whose knowledge is self-
conceived, infused, or otherwise innate to the soul) and reason (whose 
knowledge derives wholly from the senses). It is surely not coincidental 
that LIull's major writings on the relationship of faith to reason all appear 
in the same period that he advocates most zealously his new theory of 
affatus?''* 
The capacitv of affatus to promote love for God enables its second 
preeminent function, promoting love for one's neighbor. The founding role 
of speech in human society was a commonplace of Classical rhetorical 
] o r e 2-is j n t n e g r s t p]ace, affatus maintains the order of society as the me-
dium of human knowledge and learning. Language, both oral and written, 
is essential to the translatio studii so often lauded and expounded by me-
dieval writers. 2 7" The propagation of knowledge in Western medieval cul-
ture unquestionably depended upon the "idea of the book", but still ac-
knowledged ancient habits of learning through oral communication. 2 7 7 
The identification of direct speech and instruction was an established com-
monplace. 2 7 8 Llull often praises the role of affatus in the propagation of 
the arts and sciences. 2 7 9 As speech, affatus is the de facto subject of gram-
2.6.6.2 (ROL 11 : 34-5) . 
*" E.g. Disputatio fidei et intellectus, Liber de convenientia fidei et intellectus in ob-
iecto, Liber de modo naturali intelligendi, Liber de fide sancta catholica, Liber reproba-
tionis, Liber de fallaciis, Disputatio Raimundi et Averroistae. 
K * The locus classicus is Cicero De inventione 1.2.2-3, ed. H. M. Hubbell (London: 
William Heinemann, 1949) 5-7. Among the Fathers, Augustine especially perpetuated this 
topos: see De ordine 2 .12 .35 and De civitate Dei 7 .14, ed. Bernhard Dombart and Al-
phonsus Kalb, 2 vols. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1929) (1955) 1 : 291-2. 
*™ On this venerable topos, see A. G. Jonkees, "Translatio studii: les avatars d'un theme 
medieval", Miscel/nnen Mediaevalia in memoriam Jan Frederik Siermeyer (Groningen: Uni-
versity of Groningen, 1967) 41 -51 ; Douglas Kelly, "Translatio studii: Translation. Adapta-
tion, and Allegory in Medieval French Literature", Philological Quarterly 57 (1978) : 287-310 ; 
and Josef Worstbrock, "Translotio artium: Ober die Herkunft und Entwicklung einer kul-
turhistorischen Theorie". Archiv fiir Kulturgeschichte 47 (1965) : 1-22. 
*" On these developmcnts, see now Brian Stock, The Implicdtions of Literacy and Jesse 
M. Gellrich, The Idea of ihe Book in the Middle Ages: Language Theonj. Mythology. and 
Fiction (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985) . 
*** E.g. Aristotle, De sensti et sensato 1 4 3 7 a l 0 - 1 6 and the authorities compiled by 
Vincent of Beauvais, Speculum naturale 25 .51 . 
*™ LA 290 ; cf. SS 318-21. Cf. Proverbis de Ramon 170.2. 262 .20 (ORL 14 : 179, 2-87); 
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questions of the era. a"° For Llull, the Verbum comprises the whole of sa-
cred history from crcation to glory. When he declares that affatus allows 
knowledge of the past, the future, and God the glorious, he appeals to the 
typology of the providential plan for the Old Age and the New. 2 0 0 The 
Liber cle praedicationc explains that God became incarnate in order to 
give through affatus the greatest glory to the blessed, who hear the voice 
of Christ in Paradise. 2 0 7 John Dagenais has suggested that Llull "saw in 
the descent of his sixth sense from the conceptions of the rational soul to 
the fleshly world of the senses, at the very least, a reflection of the incar-
nation of Christ" . 2 0 8 Yet Dagenais also notes that the analogy betwecn 
human language and the Divine Verbum had long been discouraged by 
theological authorities. Even Vincent of Beauvais rehearses the established 
opinions concerning its acceptablc limits. 2 0" Llull's typically analogical ar-
guments tend to obscure such limits. Moreover, since affatus presents thc 
operations of the soul as "mental language", his remarks probably assume 
the traditional doctrine that the soul exists for God to participate with 
corporeal creatures, which he rehearses in his Libre de anima racional.-1" 
Llull could have found ample exjDOsitions of this doctrine in Prescholastic 
authorites or in contemr)orarv apologetic and didactic works. 2 7 1 Llulls re-
ference to affatus as the instrument of the Eucharist ultimately suggests 
that language shares in the Divine mysterv, perhaps through some analogy 
per contrarium with traditional doctrines regarding the symbolic value of 
the sacraments. 2 7 2 
Through affatus, the soul asserts its preeminence over the body in the 
exercise of communication and knowledge. Llull recognized that his entirc 
proselytic and didactic project dcpended upon the cooperation of body 
and spirit. His proposal of speech as a sense attempted to promote that 
cooperation. Affatus does not downgrade language to the inferior function 
2 6 5 See Y v e s Lefevre, UEIucidarium et les Lucidaires: Coniribution, pnr Vhistoire d'un 
texte, a Vhistoire des croijances religicuses en France au moycn Clize (Paris: E. dc Boccard, 
1954) 458-9. F. Dominguez Rcboiras has lately called attcntion to Llull's eatechctical in-
terests (ROL 15 : xxiii-xxxiv). 
*" Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus 2.5.2 (ROL 9 : 36) . Xote the earlier version 
of this same argument in Libre de contempluciii 125.17 (OE 2 : 375b). 
*" 2 .B.1.40.2.4 (ROL 4 : 157) . 
m "Speech as the Sixth Scnse" (sce n. 242 above), p. 169. 
*" Speculum naturale 27.7-8. 
*" 4 .12 .6 (ORL 2 1 : 232) . 
-'7' E.g. Alcher of Clairvaux, De spiritu et anima 36-47 ( P L 4 0 : 806-16) ; Aqninas, Summa 
contra Centiles 4 .42 ; Bonaventure, Breviloquium 4 . 1 . 
* " Liber de praedicatione 2.B.1.30.2.1 (ROL 4 : 142). S e e the discussion of these doetri-
nes by Stock, The Implications of Literacy (see n. 133 of Part I), pp. 253-8, and P e r a n u u i ' s 
note ("Lo sist seny" 86) . 
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of material sensation, but rather helps insinuate the senses into the supe-
rior exercise of spiritual cognition. It gives to the soul a means for using 
the material body to communicate spiritual knowledge, where the corpo-
real senses would otherwise allow only their use to receive material know-
ledge. An example from the Liber de novis fallaciis of 1308 therefore corre-
lates affatus and the mind with the opposed operations of reason and 
faith.-™ His promotion of affatus is thus a corollary to his preoccupation 
with defining the relationship between faith (whose knowledge is self-
conceived, infused, or otherwise innate to the soul) and reason (whose 
knowledge derives wholly from the senses). It is surely not coincidental 
that Llull's major writings on the relationship of faith to reason all appear 
in the same period that he advocates most zealously his new theory of 
affatus.™ 
The capacity of affatus to promote love for God enables its second 
preeminent function, promoting love for one's neighbor. The founding role 
of speech in human society was a eommonplace of Classical rhetorical 
lore. 2 7 1 -' In the first place, affatus maintains the order of society as the me-
dium of human knowledge and learning. Language, both oral and written, 
is essential to the translatio studii so often lauded and expounded by me-
dieval writers. 1' 7" The propagation of knowledge in Western medieval cul-
ture unquestionably depended upon the "idea of the book", but still ac-
knowledged ancient habits of learning through oral communication. 2 7 7 
The identification of direct speech and instruction was an established com-
monplace. 2 7 8 Llull often praises the role of affatus in the propagation of 
the arts and sciences. 2 7 9 As speech, affatus is the de facto subject of gram-
2.6.6.2 (ROL 11 : 34-5) . 
*" E.g. Disputatio fidei et intellectus, Liber de convenientia fidei et intellectus in ob-
iecto, Liber de modo naturali intelligendi, Liber de fide sancta catholica, Liber reproba-
tionis, Liber de fallaciis, Disptitatio Raimundi et Averroistae. 
*" The locus classicus is Cieero De inventione 1.2.2-3, ed. H. M. Hubbell (London: 
William Heinemann, 1949) 5-7. Among the Fathers, Augustine especially perpetuated this 
topos: see De ordine 2 .12 .35 and De civitate Dei 7 .14, ed. Bernhard Dombart and Al-
phonsus Kalb, 2 vols. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1929) (1955) 1: 291-2. 
**" On this venerable topos, see A. G. Jonkees, "Translatio studii: les avatars d'un theme 
medieval", Miscellanea Mediaevalia in memoriam Jan Frederik Niermeyer (Groningen: Uni-
versity of Groningen, 1967) 41 -51 ; Douglas Kelly, "Translatio studii: Translation. Adapta-
tion, and Allegory in Mcdieval French Literature", Philological Quarterly 57 (1978) : 287 -310 ; 
and Josef Worstbrock, "Translatio artium: Ober die Herkunft und Entwicklung einer kul-
turhistorischen Theorie", Archiv fiir Kulturgeschichte 47 (1965) ; 1-22. 
On these developments, sec now Brian Stock, The Impliccttions of Literacy and Jesse 
M. Gellrich, The Idea of the Book in the Middle Ages: Language Theory, Mythology, and 
Fiction (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985) . 
*" E.g. Aristotlc, De sensu et sensato 1 4 3 7 a l 0 - 1 6 and the authorities compiled by 
Vincent of Beauvais. Speculum naturale 25 .51 . 
LA 2 9 0 ; cf. SS 318-21. Cf. Prorerbis de Ramon 170.2 . 262 .20 (ORL 14 : 179 . 2-87); 
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mar, traditionally praised as the first of the arts of the trivium and foun-
dation of all learning. 2 8 0 Since Llull composed both a Rethorica nova and 
Logica nova, it is tempting to imagine that his treatise on affatus served 
as a sort of grammatica nova. At the same time, the distinction of a general 
science of language, broader in scope than the trivium, was not unknown 
among Western and Islamic authorities. 2 8 1 Affatus may have been LlulTs 
attempt to define a scientia linguae suitable to his aims of universal evan-
gelism. As Tusquets has recently reminded us, Llull's own experience as 
a missionary preacher and prolific writer must have instilled in him a 
keen personal appreciation for both the capabilities and the limitations of 
language. 2 8 2 Affatus, like LluH's proposal to adopt Latin as a universal 
language, attempts to advance the remedy given to the ayjostles: in a 
typically Lullian move, one tongue will replace many. 2 8 3 The evangelism 
and refonn pursued through Christian communication comprises a sacred 
parallel to the organization of secular society credited to speech. In the 
Providential typology of old and new, affatus is the nova lingua. 
Llulls conception of the interactive roles of speech and hearing in 
affatus, the internal exercise of these as "spiritual senses" in the "language 
of the soul", and the sixth sense's status as a successor to the right inter-
pretation proposed in the Libre de contemplacio all suggest its possible 
affiliation with the meditative reading developed in the centuries of mo-
nastic sacrum studium. In the era before the widespread adoption of silent 
reading, the careful pronunciation, consideration, and meditation of texts 
was an integrated experience that Jean Leclercq rightly dubbed "active 
Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus 2.5.2 (ROL 9 : 3 6 ) ; Ars mystica 4 .4 .261 (ROL 
5 : 4 2 8 ) ; Metaphysica nova 2 .5 .2 .1 .6 (ROL 6 : 39) . 
As Lola Badia notes, "Ramon Llull i la tradicio literaria", EL 28 (1988) : 121-38, 
at 126. Cf. Isidore, Etymologiae 1 .5 .1, ed. W . M. Lindsay (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1911) . 
1 8 1 E.g. Alfarabi, De ortu scientiarum 2, cd. Clemens Baeumker, Alfarabi uber den 
Ursprung der MVissenschaften (De ortu scientiarum), Beitriige zur Geschichte der Philosophie 
des Mittelalters Bd. 19 Hft. 3 (Miinster: Asschendorf, 1916) 20 . Cf. Roger Bacon, Opus 
tertium 25-7, ed. J . S. Brewer, Opera quaedam hactenus inedita. Rerum Brittanicarum 
Medii Aevi Scriptores 15 (London: Longman, Green, Longman, and Robcrts, 1859) 88-102. 
Vincent of Beauvais summarizes Alfarabi in Speculum doctrinale 1.45. 
2 8 8 "Lenguaje como argumento" 170. 
8 8 8 As Vicente Servera explains in "Utopic et histoire" (see n. 260 above) 199-200. 
Tusquets suggests that LluH's proposals for a universal language grant speech a "logical and 
epistemological, though not psychological" primacy over thought ("Lenguaje como argu-
mento" 175) . This is difficult to accept, given the association of natural languagc with 
corporeal corruption and medieval views of Latin as a model of universal grarmnar bascd 
on variable metaphysical principles; on the latter question, see R. H. Robins, A Sliort History 
of Linguistics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1967) 76 and Le Grammaire Gene-
rale des Modistes aux Idtologues, ed. Andr6 Joly and Jean Stefanini (Lille: Universite de 
Lille, 1977) . 
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reading". 2 8 4 The structure of "word, text, and experience" established in 
the monastic leclio ciivina also provided organizing values for the commu-
nity of religious at large, as the sermons of Bernard of Clairvaux reveal . 2 8 5 
Llull faces a universal community, embracing believers in need of reform 
as well as infidels in need of conversion, and thus he develops a universal 
medium of communication, the power of speech. His most detailed direc-
tions for using that medium appear in his Rethorica nova, which attempts 
to provide an ars praedicandi based on the manipulation of words bearing 
the Divine Dignities. 2 8" Although the Rethorica nova does not mention 
affatus (probably because Llull had composed most of it in earlier years), 
the publication of its Catalan and Latin versions in 1301 and 1303 cer-
tainly helped promote the same kind of naturally effective oral communi-
cation as affatus. 
Most of LIull's explanations of how language promotes knowledge 
concern, however, mental discourse rather than oral or written exercise 
of the artes sermocinales. The Quaestiones per artem clemonstrativam so-
lubiles already explains that the habit of knowledge is confected from 
intelligible species verborum and the likenesses of the imagination. 2 8 7 The 
Liber de ascensu et descensu intellectus gives the outstanding account of 
this mental language. Vision judges that two rocks differ in species, and 
because "affatus truly predicates, and hearing truly hears, and the imagi-
nation truly imagines this same thing, the intellect ascends to knowledge 
with these truths and from this truly creates knowledge". 2 8 8 Thus the mind 
grasps the ens metaplujsicum that exceeds the capabilities of mere sen-
sation and imagination. 2 S" Throughout this text, the faculties speak, doubt, 
judge, insinuate, and so forth in a mental dialogue that offers a sort of 
psychomachy of Scholastic disputation. 2 9 0 
*** Love of Learning 72-3. Sce Paul Saenger, "Silent Reading: Its Impact on Late Me-
dieval Script and Society", Viator 13 (1982) : 367-414 . 
Stock, Implications of Literacij 403-54 and esp. 408 on lectio divina. 
*"" Sce the author's "The Natural Rhetoric of Ramon Llull", Proceedings of the Illinois 
Mcdieval Association 3, ed. David Wagner et al. (DeKalb, Illinois: Northern IHinois Uni-
versity, 1986) 174-92. 
m Qu. 76 (MOG 4 : 90) . LIulTs remarks assume commonplace Aristotelian doctrine re-
garding the exercise and growth of habits; see the explanation by Aquinas la .2ae.52,2 . 
*"* "Affatus uere praedicat, et audittis uere audit, et hoc idem imaginatio uere imaginatur, 
intcllectus ad scientiam ascendit cum istis ueritatibus, et de hoc scientiam uere faeit" 
(2.8.2; ROL 9: 41) . 
** 2.5.6, 2 .10.6 (ROL 9 : 37, 44 ) . 
**° Cabr£, Ortin, and Pujol (see n. 8 of Part I) note that this use of personified ab-
straetions frequently occurs when Lltill compares different levels of physical or metaphysical 
reality for moralizing purposes ("Coneixer e haver moralitats bones" 146) . Tusquets regards 
this use of personified affatus as the most fully "semiotic" argumcnt in LlulTs apologetic 
("Lenguaje como argumento" 204) . On the use of psychomachic personifications, see 
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Affatus promotes not only the communication of Christian veritas, but 
the exercise of caritas as well. Humans help, understand, or love each 
other more through affatus than through any other sense. 2" 1 Speech thus 
contributes directly to realization of the supreme virtue. Llull explains 
this function economically through analogical argumentation, where a 
schoolman such as Aquinas traces a long series of causes that lead from 
charity to justice to social virtue to the sins of the tongue.-"- We have 
already noted that Llulls early writings abound in commonplace precepts 
regarding the vices of speech. His accounts of the cardinal and theological 
virtues in speech offer equally numerous parallels to doctrines from the 
various genres of medieval moral literature. Guides to chivalry, widely 
diffused in vernacular versions, would have been readily accessible and 
may well have formed part of Llull's own courtly education. His own verv 
popular contribution to this literature, the Libre cle l'orcle cle cavalleria. 
nonetheless says little about courteous speech. 2 1 ' 3 His accounts of courtesy 
in his proverb collections do include numerous precepts on polite speech, 
however. 2 9 4 The practical coincidence betvveen affatus as charitable com-
munication and courtlv ciffabilitas as openness to dealing with all persons 
suggests the possible debt of LlulTs neologism to the vocabulary of courtly 
literature. 2 9 5 The virtually ubiquitous diffusion of ethical literature based 
on Cicero, Seneca, and other Classical authors, especially as elementarv 
school texts, make them even more probable resources for Llull's moral 
ideals regarding speech. 2 9" A favorite topic in such vvritings is advice on 
vvhen to speak and when to keep silent, best-knovvn as the maxim from 
Carolynne Van Dyke, The Fiction of Truth: Struclures of Meaning in Narralive and Dra-
matic Allegory (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1985) 15-63. 
2 , 1 LA 287 ; cf. SS 228 and Proverbis de Hamon 262 .7 .11 (ORL 14: 287) . 
*• 2a .2ae .25 , l ; 5 8 , 2 ; 72-6 ; 110-16. 
*» OE 1 : 513-45 . 
** E.g. Mil proverbis 37 .2 , 4, 11, 12, 15 (OE 1: 1264) or Proverbis de Ramon 244.2-9, 
20 (ORL 14: 267) . 
*" On affabilitas see C. Stephen Jaegcr, The Origins of Courtliness: Civilizing Trcnds and 
the Formdtion of Courtly Ideals—939-1210 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1985) 151. 
"* On this literature, see Robert Bultot, "La 'Chartula' et l'enseignemcnt du mepris du 
monde dans les ecoles et les universites medievales", Studi medicvali 3 ser. 8 (1967) : 
787-834 ; Gilles Gerard Meersseman, "Seneca maestro di spiritualita nei suoi opuscoli apocrifi 
dal XII al XV secolo", Italia medioevale e umanistica 16 (1973) : 43-135 ; and thc classic 
studics of Philippc Delhaye, "Une adaptation du 'Dc officiis' au XII" siecle", Rechercha 
de theologie ancienne et mediSvale 16 (1949) ; 229-58 and 17 (1950 ) : 5-28, "Deux 
adaptations du 'De amicitia' de Ciceron au XII* siecle", ibid. 15 (1948) : 304-331 , "L'en-
scignement de la Philosophie Moralc au XII* siecle". Medicval Sludies 11 (1949) : 77-99. 
and "'Grammatica' et 'Ethica' au XII* sieclc", Recherches de Iheologie ancienne et me-
diivale 25 (1958) : 59-110. 
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Ecclesiastes 3 . 7 . 2 0 7 This counsel appears often in the precepts of proverb 
collections, such as the widely disseminated Facetus.2us It provides the 
entire organizing theme for the little treatise by Albertano da Brescia, 
De arte loquendi et tacendi.-''u Llull devotes an entire chapter of the Libre 
de contemplacio to this issue. 3 0 0 His remarks there reveal clear echoes of 
Scriptural loci and such wellknown florilegia of Classical auctores as the 
Moralium docmu philosophorum attributed to William of Conches, 3 0 1 the 
Pseudo-Senecan De verborum copia-wl or Martin of Braga's Formula vitae 
honestae:w" Needless to say, LlulTs own proverb collections, the Proverbis 
de Ramon and Mil proverbis, include numerous maxims on this and re-
lated topics regarding speech. 
Affatus comprises, then, a dual system of caritas verbalis and veritos 
verbalis, a medium for communicating the highest objects of desire and 
knowledge alike. Through affatus, human beings separated materially 
from each other and from God establish a spiritual link between themsel-
ves and their creator. Josep Perarnau, in his study of affatus, wonders 
that Llull focusses so exclusively on relations of "intersubjective commu-
nication" among human beings alone or between humans and G o d . 3 0 4 From 
LluH's perspective, of course, it would be foolish to speak, feel, imagine, 
or consider any other. 
Conclusion 
To conclude this long inquiry, we will simply summarize the most 
important aspects that we find in LlulFs proposal of speech as a sixth 
sense. To begin with, the conception of affatus depends above all on 
its Lullian first intention of promoting love, honor, and knowledge of God, 
and consequently, of one's neighbor. As a result, his accounts of affatus 
assume a broad range of moral theological ideals concerning the subor-
3 0 1 J . M. Vidal notes thc possible Biblical inspiration of LliuTs ideals concerning speech; 
"A propdsit dc l^affar"', Affar 1 (1981) : 13-20 (at 19) . 
**" Ed. Carl Schroeder, Palaestra 86 (Berlin: Mayer and Miiller, 1911) . 
"* Ed. Thor Sundby in Della Vita e delle Opere di Brunetto Latini (Florence: L e 
Monier, 1884) 475-506 . 
"» 210 (OE 2 : 618b-21a). 
•" Ed. John Holmberg (Uppsala: Alqvist and Wiksells, 1929) . 
** Ed. Jeanninc Fohlen. "Un apocryphe de Seneque mal connu: le De vcrborum copia"', 
Mediaeval Studies 42 (1980) : 139-211. 
*"* Ed. Claude W. Barlow, Operd omnia (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950) 
204-50. 
m "Lo sise sentj" 55 . 
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dination of body to soul, the exercise of spiritual understanding through 
the "language of the mind", the role of language in faith or reason, and 
the virtues and vices of speech. LIull regards these moral ideals as neces-
sary consequences of the natural or artifical features in the language used 
by humans and animals. Hence, his explanations of affatus also include 
numerous details conceming the physiology of vocal sounds and the psy-
chology of sensation or cognition relevant to speech. Following his con-
viction that creation exists to manifest the Creator, he strives to organize 
this scientific knowledge of how language functions in such a way that 
it demonstrates the moral theological purposes that language ought to 
serve. The "discovery" of affatus results from Llull's efforts to establish 
a scientific model of human nature that displavs the important role played 
by oral and mental language in the pursuit of virtue and knowledge. The 
gradual development of this process and his creative adapatations of con-
ventional doctrines make it difficult (and probably unnecessarv) to pinpoint 
any single "source" or "precedent" for affatus. Nonetheless, the definition 
of speech as a function of the motive power of the sensitive soul, a doctri-
ne developed in various fashions by many medieval authorities, might 
easily have provided Llull with an inspiration for his discovery. 
In order to understand best the arguments that Llull marshalls in de-
fense of his proposal, we must recognize that its moral truth takes prece-
dence over its scientific truth. Affatus demonstrates perfectly the "perva-
sive medieval willingness to submit empirical to devotional or interpreta-
rive necessities". 3 0 5 It is no less audacious than his idiosvncratic classifi-
cations of the vices and virtues or sacraments, 3 0 8 his "discoveries" of a 
new theological virtue 3 0 7 and logical fal lacy, 3 0 8 or composition of new 
plans for cxisting academic disciplines. 3 0 9 These discoveries did not depend 
so much on LluIFs new familiarity with previously unappreciated doctri-
nes from Western or Islamic leaming, but rather on the fundamental im-
petus of "evangelical allegory" and "philosophical anagogy" that informs 
all his projects for moral and intellectual reform. 3 1 0 Even more tran the 
use of idiosyncratic terminology or promotion of Latin as a universal 
language, affatus helps achieve the "communicative" ideal inherent in 
** J . B. Allen, Ethical Poetic (see n. 5 of Part I) 192. 
*°" See F. Dominguez Reboiras, ROL 15 : xlix-1, lxiii-iv. 
*" The Liher de aequalitate potentiarum animarum in bcatitudine of 1308 proclaims 
the recognition of Wisdom as a virtue wronglv neglected by the ancient theologians (ROL 
1 1 : 152) . 
m The Logica nova of 1303 introduces Contradiction as a new fallacy unknown to 
Aristotle (see the author's Spiritual Logic of Ritmon Llull 264-82) . 
** E.g. the Metaphysica nova, Rethorica nova, Nova geometria, etc. 
~~° See Vicente Servera, "Utopie et histoirc" (see n. 260 above). 
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Llull's entire enterprise. 3 1 1 Affatus fortifies the moral and ontological bond 
between creation and Creator by facilitating the interaction of body and 
soul that occurs in sensation and cognition. The sixth sense allows the 
mind to "communicate" with material aS well as spiritual objects by explain-
ing the processes of both expression and reception through the same phy-
siological and psychological means. In his new theory. Llull evidently 
found the conjunction of sensitive and cognitive functions that his particu-
lar enterprise of natural theology required. Affatus thus provides at least 
a partial solution to the fundamental problem of his entire philosophical 
and theological project, from the contemplative schemes of the Libre de 
contemplacio to the combinatory machinery of the Ars Generalis UUima. 
The ultimate interest of his affatus for us today may well be the insight 
that it provides into the scope of medieval attitudes toward language. 3 1 2 
Affatus shows us how doctrines from flelds as disparate as moral theology, 
physiology, and logic might combine to define linguistic behavior. Llull's 
proposal is especially remarkable as a Christian medieval solution for the 
ancient pagan problem of the relationship beween eloquence and virtue: 
it defines a mode of communication where the sacred and spiritual objec-
tives of Divine honor, love, and knowledge completely infuse the secular 
and material exercise of human language. 
Mark D. JOHNSTON 
Iowa City, Iowa 
8 1 1 As noted by Tusquets, "Lenguaje como argumcnto" 172. 
*'* These extend well beyond the purely academic or philosophical arguments surveyed 
in a study such as Marcia Colish, Tlie Mirror of Language, 2nd. ed. (Lincoln: University of 
Ncbraska Press, 1983) . 
